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The following relative probabilities for lepton and nonlepton decays have been derived from 
an analysis of 9400 V0 events due to the decay of long-lived K0 mesons: 

W(K.s0 ) = (49.8::!;: 5,2) %, W(K~s0 ) = (33,5 ± 5.5) %, 
W(Kz0 -+:n:++n-+n°) = (16.7±1.6)%, W(Kz0 -+3n°) = (31~~)%. 

Within the experimental errors, the results are in good agreement with the selection rule 
.:ll = % for the isotopic spin. 

MEASUREMENT of the relative probabilities of 
lepton and nonlepton decays of K mesons is of par
ticular interest from the point of view of checking 
the selection rule .:ll = % with respect to isotopic 
spin. In this case, for nonlepton decays it is pos
sible in principle to measure the relative intensi
ties of the transitions with isotopic spin change 
.:ll = % or .:ll = %, knowledge of which is essential 
for the establishment of the mechanism for violat
ing the selection rule .:ll = Yz, namely to determine 
whether this violation is due to virtual photons or 
whether it is inherent in the nature of weak inter
actions. In this investigation we have measured the 
relative probabilities of the K2°-meson decays 

K2° -+ :rt='= + e+ + v 
-+:rt± + ,_.,+ + v 

-+:rt+ + :rc + n° 
-+:rtO+ nO+ nO 

decays were identified on the basis of measure
ment of the momentum lost by the decay particles 
as they passed through a lead plate 5. 8 g/ cm2 thick 
placed in a number of exposures in the middle of 
the fiducial volume of the chamber. With further 
progress in research on the properties of K2° me
sons at the JINR, more accurate values were ob
tained for the relative probability of the Ke3° de
cay2> with a one-meter cloud chamber in a mag
netic field, using the same procedure for selecting 
the Ke3° decays as in [iJ. 

In the case of the one-meter chamber (for which 
the average absolute error in the measurement of 
the loss of momentum by the decay particles is 
17%), we used as the minimum momentum loss in 
the electron section the value ~p/p =50%, that is, 
the particles for which ~p/p >50% and passing 
through the plate were classified as electrons. The 
pions and muons were excluded from the particles 
with momentum loss exceeding 50% by comparing 
the measured and the calculated ionization losses. 
Since the pions and muons capable of imitating 
electrons at the indicated minimum value of the 

on the basis of reducing 9500 V0 events from K2°
meson decay. These events were registered by 
cloud chambers placed in a magnetic field in beams 
of the neutral particles from the proton synchrotron 
of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. The ex
perimental setup was described in detail earlier [1, 2 J. momentum loss have a momentum not larger than 

100 MeV I c, we used as an additional identification 

1. RELATIVE PROBABILITY OF Ke3° DECAY 

The relative probability of the Ke3 ° decay was 
first determined at JINR in 1960 with the aid of a 
cloud chamber of 400 mm diameter, placed in a 
magnetic field[1J. In that investigation, the Ke3° 

1 )Tblisi State University. 

20 

criterion measurement of the density of the track 
of the passing particle ahead and past the plate. 

To ensure the best conditions for the registra
tion of the passage of decay particles through the 
plate and to enhance the reliability of the momen-

Z)The probabilities determined from part of the material ob
tained with the one-meter chamber were published in ['·•]. 
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tum -loss measurement, we selected only such V0 

events in which: a) the track length of the passing 
particles not less than 10 em ahead of the plate and 
not less than 5 em past the plate; b) the sag of the 
track projection on the photograph plane is ~ 
> 0.06 mm; c) the vertex of the V0 event is located 
in a well-illuminated part of the fiducial volume of 
the chamber (15 em high). The use of the forego
ing minimal values of lengths and sags limited the 
error in the measurement of the momentum lost 
by the passing particles to the aforementioned 17%. 

To determine the total number of Ke3 ° decays 
among the V0 events in which one or both particles 
pass through the lead plate, a correction for the 
passage of electrons with momentum loss b..p/p 
>50% was introduced into the number of passages 
of electrons with momentum loss b..p/p :::5 50%, as 
well as a correction for passages accompanied by 
showers in which the electron energy does not ex
ceed 8 MeV. Introduction of the second correction 
was necessitated by the fact that the illumination 
and background conditions near the lead plate were 
such that only shower electrons with energy exceed
ing 8 MeV were reliably registered. 

In introducing the first correction, we used the 
formula obtained by Eyges [5] for the scatter of the 
electron radiation-energy loss. We assumed for 
the unit radiation length in lead the value X0 

= 6.4 g/cm2, calculated by Dovzhenko and Poman-

skil[6] with allowance for the latest data on the 
cross sections for electron bremsstrahlung and 
pair production by photons. This value of the ra
diation unit length was assumed to be accurate to 
6%. It was found as a result, with allowance for the 
criteria for the v0-event selection, that the fraction 
of the passages of electrons with momentum b..p/ p 
>50% (averaged over the path lengths of these par
ticles in the lead plate) is (74 ± 4)%. 

The second correction was introduced in ac
cordance with the experiments of d' Andlau C7J, in 
which it was established that the fraction of show
ers with electron energies E :::5 8 MeV is 4% for 
electrons with initial energy E = 300 MeV and for 
a plate of thickness of one X0 unit. Inasmuch as 
the average energy of the passing electrons in our 
experiment differed little from E0 = 300 MeV, and 
the plate thickness was close to one X0 unit, the 
use the data from the cited paper entailed no no
ticeable error. 

The net result of the measurement of the V0 

events and of the introduction of the corrections 
was as follows: 1) The total number of v0 events 
with passage of one or both decay particles through 
the plate is N = 1095. 2) The number of passing 
electrons, with allowance for corrections for a 
momentum loss b..p/p :::5 50% and for showers with 
particle energies E :::58 MeV is n = 191.4. 

Substitution of these data into the formula 

W = n(Pet + Pnt){(P~-t2 + Pn2) + W(3:n)[(P~-t3 + P,3)- (P,..2 +P,.2)]} 

[NPe,- n(Pe, + P,.t)](Pet + Pn~) + n(Pe, + Pnt) (P~-t2 + P,.2) 

yields for the relative probability of the Ke3° decay 
a value 

In the formula, Pe1 and P7r1 are the calculated 
probabilities of the passage of electrons and pions 
from the Ke3 ° decay through the plate, which are 
equal to respectively 14.90 and 19.12%; Pf..l2 and P7r2 

are the calculated probabilities of the passage of 
muons and pions from the Kf..l3° decay, equal re
spectively to 22.57 and 24.35%; P37r is the calcu
lated probability of the passage of pions from the 
decay K2° -11"+ + 11"- + 11"0, amounting to 32.90%, and 
W 31T is the relative probability of this decay. 

The calculated probabilities of the passage of 
decay particles through the plate were obtained on 
the basis of 3000 tests in each case3>. The reduced 

3 ) All the calculations of the theoretical characteristics of 
the decays were made by the Monte Carlo method with allow
ance for the conditions for selecting the V0 events and for the 
energy spectrum of the K2 ° mesons. 

error in the determination of the probability in
eludes, besides the statistical deviations, also the 
inaccuracies connected with the introduction of the 
corrections and the uncertainty with which the 
probability of the charged K37T0 decay was mea
sured, the latter being according to our data 
(16. 7 ± 1.6)%. 

The relative probability of the Ke3° decay, ob
tained in analogous fashion from the 400 mm cloud 
chamber, is 0.46 ± 0.11. The mean-weighted value 
of the relative probability is 

W(Ke3o) = (49.8 + 5.2) %. 

2. RELATIVE PROBABILITY OF THE DECAY 
K2o- 7r+ + 7r- + 1To 

To determine the probability of the decay K2° 
- 1T+ + 1T- + 1r0 we used a statistical method of di
viding the branches of the decay (proposed in the 
paper of Astier et al. [B] ), in which it is not neces
sary to identify the decay particles. This method 
is based on reconciling the calculated distributions 
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of the V0 events with respect to the parameter 

Eo'= (.IJ,h2- mrr.o2 + Mt2) /2iMt2- PN.L2 

(where Mt is the effective mass of the charged 
decay products, calculated under the assumption 
that all the decay particles are pions; PNl is the 
perpendicular component of the momentum of the 
neutral decay particle) with the corresponding ex
perimental distribution by minimizing the function 
x2• The parameter E'5 is the energy of the decay
ing K2 ° meson in a system in which the longitudinal 
component of the momentum of the charged decay 
particles is zero. 

In this case we used for the analysis only V0 

events whose vertices are located in a well-illu
minated volume of the chamber (12 em high), and 
in which the lengths of the track projections on the 
plane of the photograph are l 2: 10 em, and the dip 
angles of the tracks are a ~ 60°. The calculated 
efficiencies of such a selection for the decays 
Ke3°, KJ.l.3°, and K2° -7!'+ + 7!'- + 7!'0 are respectively 
0.249, 0.330, and 0.464. The total number of se
lected events is 1402. Their distribution with re
spect to the parameter E'5 is shown in Fig. 1. The 
dashed line in this figure shows the calculated dis
tribution for the case when the relative probability 
ofthedecay W(K2°-7l'++7l'-+7!'0) is 16.2%. The 
calculated distribution is the sum of the distribu
tions for the Ke3°, KJ.1.3°, and K2°- 7!'+ + 7!'- + 'll'o de
cays. In plotting the summary distribution, we as
sumed that the ratio of the probabilities of Ke3° and 
KJ.l.3° decays is 1:0.65. 

The solid line of Fig. 2 shows the experimental 
energy spectrum of the 7!'0 mesons; this spectrum 
was obtained from V0 events with E'5 > 493 MeV and 
was corrected by calculation for the contribution 
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FIG. 1. Experimental distribution of V events with respect 
to the parameter E',. The dashed line shows the calculated 
distribution for W(K 2 ° ~ rr + + rr- + rr0 ) = 16.2%. 

from the Ke3° and KJ.l.3° decays. As seen from the 
figure (the dashed line in which shows the 7!'0 -meson 
spectrum for a constant matrix element), the ex
perimental spectrum differs noticeably from the 
calculated one. If the ratio between the frequencies 
of the events in the experimental (~) and the cal
culated (D.«<>) spectra is represented in the form 

!t.N = (1 + aTrr.'/Mx) /t.!D,, 

where T'll'o is the kinetic energy of the 7!'0 meson, 
then we get for the coefficient a = - 7.8 ± 0.9. 

To take into account the deviation of the matrix 
element for the K2 ° - 7l' + + 7l'- + 7!'0 decay from a 
constant quantity, we used the following procedure 
to calculate the distribution with respect to the 
parameter E' 5• Assuming the matrix element to 
be constant, we calculated the distributions corre
sponding to 7!'0-meson kinetic-energy intervals of 
width D.E = 10 MeV, starting with zero energy. 
These distributions were then all summed with 
weights equal to the weights of the corresponding 
energy intervals in the experimental spectrum of 
the 7!'0 mesons. In calculating the distribution for 
the lepton decays, we assumed the vector variant 
of the interaction. The calculated distributions for 
the Ke3 °, KJ.l.3, and K2 ° - 7l' + + 7l'- + 7!'0 decays were 
obtained on the basis of 1250, 830, and 625 sepa
rate tests, respectively; in the distributions we 
took into account the average experimental error 
in the measurement of the parameter E' 5• The de
pendence of the function x2 on the relative decay 
probability W (K2 ° - 7l' + + 7l'- + 7!'0 ) is of the form 

W(K02-.n++n-+n°), %: 10.0 13,75 15.0 16.25 17.50 18.75 
x2 : 44,7 21,3 16;2 15:0 16,0 11,s 

The expected value of x2 is 10. 
The minimum of x2 corresponds to a probability 

of 16.4%. The obtained probability is somewhat 
undervalued because the scattering of the K2° me
sons prior to the decay act "converts" some of 
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FIG. 2. Energy spectrum of rr0 mesons; dashed - calculated 
distribution. 
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the K2 ° - 1r + + 1r- + 1r decays into Kea 0 and Kf.J.3 ° 
decays. This decrease amounts to about 1.5-2%. 
The corrected probability is 

W(K2°-+ n+ + n- + n°} 
W(K2°-+ charged products ) = (i6.7 + 1.6) %. 

The reduced error in the determination of the 
probability includes the statistical deviations and 
the uncertainty connected with the inaccuracy with 
which the average error in the measurement of the 
parameter E' 5 is determined. Since the distribu
tions with respect to the parameter E' 5 for the Ke3° 
and Kf.J.3° decays are close to each other, the ratio 
of the probabilities of these decays has practically 
no effect on the probability of the K2 ° - 1r + + 1r- + 1r0 

decay. Therefore the obtained value of the proba
bility at a given measurement error does not de
pend on the assumption made by us concerning the 
numerical value of the probability ratio of the 
lepton decays. 

The probability of the K2° - 1r+ + 1r- + 1r0 decay 
was determined somewhat earlier in similar fashion 
by a parallel group at our institute[9J. Compared 
with their work, we used more rigorous criteria 
for the selection of the v0 events and took addi
tional account of the dependence of the matrix ele
ment of the investigated decay on the 1r0-meson 
energy. 

3. RELATIVE PROBABILITY OF Kf.J.3 ° DECAY 

The Kf.J.3°-decay probability was determined as 
the complement the measured summary probabili
ties of the Ke3° and K2°- 1r+ + 1r- + 1r0 decays to 
unity. As a result 

W(K2°-+ charged products !) = (33. 5 + 5,5) %. 

Thus, the lepton -decay probability ratio measured 
in our experiment amounts to 

W (K"30) jW (K.30) = 0,67 ± 0.13. 

The values of the parameter ~ = L/f+ (where f_ 

and f+ are the strong-interaction form factors for 
the lepton decays), determined from the given 
probability ratio, are 

s1 = o,2~28, S2 = - 7,o.:!"o~9~ 

4. RELATIVE PROBABILITY OF THE K2°- 37r0 

DECAY 

The first experimental evidence [1] for the ex
istence of the K2°- 37r0 decay was obtained at 
JINR with the aid of the 400 rom cloud chamber. At 
that time, four electron-positron pairs were regis-

tered, the origin of which was difficult to attribute 
to processes other than the decay 

~---+ :n:o + no+ noJ"r 
'->~e+ +e-. 

Later, when these investigations were continued 
with the aid of the one-meter cloud chamber, ob
servation of 11 electron-positron pairs proved the 
existence of the decay under consideration and 
yielded an estimate of its relative probability [10 J. 

On completing the reduction of the experimental 
data, we registered 29 electron-positron pairs sat
isfying the following selection criteria: a) The mo
mentum of one of the electrons of the pair was p 
:S 80 MeV I c, and that of the second electron p 
:S 100 MeV/c. b) The lengths of the projections of 
the pair tracks on the plane of the photograph were 
l ~ 40 mm. c) The aperture angle of the pair was 
w :S 70°. d) The pair emergence angle was Ot > 20°, 
e) The dip angle of the pair momentum direction 
was at :S 45°. 

In order to ensure good conditions for the mea
surement of the relative density of the V0 -event 
tracks, the height of the volume in which we regis
tered the pairs was taken to be 12 em. In addition, 
regions 50 rom thick adjacent to the side walls and 
to the lead plate were not included in the registra
tion volume. We found 7250 V0 events within this 
separated volume. The identification of the elec
trons by measuring the track density is described 
in detail in a paper by Anikina et al. [10 ] Accord
ing to the calculation, the relative fraction of the 
pairs satisfying the selection criteria amounts to 
0.396 for the one-meter chamber. The calculation 
was made on the basis of the pair distribution func
tion obtained by Kroll and W ada [H J • 

Figures 3 and 4 show a comparison of the exper
imental pair distribution with respect to the 
square of the ratio of the effective masses of the 
pair to the mass of the 1r0 meson and with respect 
to the aperture angle, with the corresponding cal-

10-3 to-z to-1 t 
(X/m1ro)z 

FIG. 3. Distribution of selected pairs with respect to the 
parameter (X/m11o)2 ; dashed -calculated distribution. 
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FIG. 4. Distribution of selected pairs with respect to the 
aperture angle; dashed - calculated distribution. 

culated distributions for Dalitz pairs from the 
K2 ° - 37r0 decay. The effective mass X of the pair 
is equal to 

where E+, P+ and E-, P- are the energy and mo
mentum of the positron and electron. To increase 
the statistics somewhat, the experimental distri
bution includes three pairs not satisfying the se
lection criteria with respect to the dip angle and 
the location of the pair vertex. Calculation has 
shown that these criteria have practically no in
fluence on the distributions in question. In view 
of the fact that the experimental error exceeds by 
several times the calculation errors, Figs. 3 and 4 
show only the experimental errors. As seen from 
Figs. 3 and 4, there is perfectly satisfactory agree
ment between the experimental and theoretical dis
tributions. This agreement indicates (see [to]) that 
the contribution made to the selected pairs by the 
external conversion pairs is small. The calculated 
estimate of this contribution is 13.6%. 

Table I shows a comparison of the experimen
tal4> and distributions of the pairs with respect to 
a parameter Y, defined as 

where Pt is the absolute value of the pair momen
tum. 

Inasmuch as the distributions of the Dalitz pairs 
and of the external-conversion pairs with respect 

4 )The experimental distribution includes, besides the pairs 
listed in Table I, also 16 pairs considered in the paper by Ani
kina et al. [12] 

t.Y 

0,0-0.2 
0.2-0.4 
o:4-0.B 
0,6-0.8 
0,8-1,0 

Table I 

Number of pairs, '7o 

Experiment I Calculation 

41.6±9.4 
25.0±7 ,3 
25.0±7,3 
6:3±3.6 
2.1±2.1 

24.8 
23:7 
20.9 
17.4 
13.2 

to the parameter Y are close to each other (unlike 
the distributions with respect to the effective mass 
and the aperture angle), this comparison cannot be 
used to establish the nature of the selected pairs. 
However, under the conditions of our experiment, 
this comparison turns out to be very useful for the 
determination of the registration efficiency of the 
Dalitz pairs by visual scanning of the photographs, 
relative to the efficiency of registration of the V0 

events from the charged K2°-meson decays. It is 
seen from the table that the experimental and cal
culated distributions do not agree in this case. In
deed, if the experimental distribution is broken up 
into two intervals, ~Y1 = 0.0-0.6 and ~Y2 = 0.6 
-1.0, then the number of pairs in them differ from 
the calculated ones by more than three standard 
deviations. 

Since the theoretical distribution with respect 
to the parameter Y for the Dalitz pairs from the 
1ro- y + e+ + e- decay agrees well with the ex
perimental distribution obtained by Samios et al.C13] 

on the basis of registration of more than 3000 pairs, 
it must be concluded that the observed discrepancy 
between the distributions under the conditions of 
our experiment is connected with the small effi
ciency of registering such pairs in which one of 
the particles has a small momentum. The reason 
for losing count of such pairs is obviously the pres
ence of a background of extraneous particles in the 
chamber5> .. As seen from Table II, the missing of 
pairs in which one of the particles has a small mo
mentum has practically no effect on the distribution 
of the pairs with respect to the effective mass and 
the aperture angle. In the second and fourth col
umns of the table are given the calculated distribu
tions (shown in Figs. 3 and 4) and in the third and 
sixth columns are given the distributions obtained 
from them by eliminating all the pairs for which 
the momentum of one of the particles does not ex
ceed 15 MeV/c. 

5 )The low efficiency of Dalitz-pair registration, for pairs 
in which the momentum of one of the particles is small, was 
observed earlier in [••-••]. 
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Table II 

.l(m~.r 
Number of pairs, ')', Number of pairs, % 

I p>15MeV/c 
.loo, deg 

I p>O p>O p>15MeV/ c 

w-s-w-s 41.3 40.3 0-15 62.2 70.2 
10-8-10-2 32,1 33:7 15-30 18,9 17:9 w-2-10-1 21,2 19.4 30-45 12,5 11.5 w-1-1,0 5,4 6.6 45-70 6.4 1,6 

Further confirmation of the fact that the indi
cated discrepancy in the pair distribution with re
spect to the parameter Y actually does take place 
and is not due to calculation errors or to the in
sufficient statistics, is the observation of a similar 

Decay branch 

Table Ill 

Relative 
probability, % 

48,7±5 [18] 

49,8±5.2 

35.6±7 [18] 
33.5±5.5 

18. 5=!j;!!BJ 
15.7±3.0[18] 
15 .1±2.0[22] 

15.9±1.5[24] 

19 .4±2,3[9 l 
16,2±1.5[25] 

17 ,8±1. 7[27 ] 

14.4±0,04[26] 
16.7±1.6 

Absolute proba
bility, 106 sec-• 

7.7 ±1.2 [11] 

2. 75±0.e0[20J 
3 ,26±0. 77[21] 

2.62 :!=g:~~ [23] 

picture in the distribution of 36 external conversion xg __. 3no 
pairs and 17 Dalitz pairs from the four-prong de-

28±8 [12] 

20±6 [29] 

31:!=~ cays6> 

Therefore the assumption which we made above in 
determining the probability of the K2 ° - 37T0 decay 
(in [10•12]), that the registration efficiencies are the 
same for Dalitz pairs and V0 events from charged 
K2°-meson decays, is incorrect. 

In order to introduce a correction for the indi
cated difference in the registration efficiencies, we 
assume that in the interval t:.Y = 0.0-0.6, where 
there is no patent disparity between the experimen
tal and calculated distributions, the probability of 
Dalitz-pair registration is equal to the probability 
of registration of V0 events from charged K2°-meson 
decays. The justification for such a conclusion is 
the fact that the probability of registering V0 events, 
obtained from results of independent scannings and 
classified during the preliminary (visual) identifi
cation as "similar" to Dalitz pairs (among which 
there actually are no events with particle momenta 
smaller than 40 MeV/ c), turned out, within the lim
its of error, to be equal to the efficiency of regis
tration of the remaining V0 events. The correction 
introduced in this manner leads to an increase in 
the number of Dalitz pairs by a factor 1.32~8:~~. 
This error in the introduction of the corrections 
takes into account the calculation errors, and also 
the possibility of the fact that the limit of the re
gion within which the efficiency of Dalitz -pair 
registration is the same as the efficiency of the 
registration of the remaining V0 events may be 
situated near Y = 0.4. The relative probability 

6 )For details concerning the pair registration efficiency 
see [17]. 

K~ + K~3 +(xg--> n+ +n-+no) 

K:s+~a +(xg-> 3nO) 

15.8±1.9[30] 

{
20,8±2.0[30] 
16 .4:!=;;~ [31) 
19,0±2.0[82 ] 

determined on the basis of observation of 29 Dalitz 
pairs, with allowance for correction for the regis
tration efficiency, is 7> 

W (K2o_~ 3n°) +7 
'---- = (3Ls)%. 

charged products ) 

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The experimental data on the relative and abso
lute probabilities of the different branches of the 
K2°-meson decay, contained in the literature at the 
time when this article is written are summarized 
in Table III. To complete the picture, the table in
cludes also the results of the three latest and most 
accurate measurements of the absolute probability 
of K2° decay. The mean-weighted absolute proba
bility of K2° decay is r(K2°) = (19.4 ± 1.3) X 106 sec-1. 
The corresponding average lifetime of the K2° me
son is T(K2°) = (5.2 ± 0.4) x 10-8 sec. We see from 
the table that in our work, compared with work by 
others, we obtained the most complete data on the 
relative probabilities of different branches of the 
K2° decay, and that they are in good agreement with 
analogous results of others. 

The first column of Table IV lists the relative 

7 )In determining the probability we took account of the fact 
that the fraction of the selected Dalitz pairs is somewhat lower 
for the 400 mm cloud chamber than for the one-meter chamber. 
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Table IV 

Experiment Calculation 

Decay branch Relative I Relati;;e Relative I Absolute 
prob· probability, '7o probability, pro~a bili.t;'' 

ability, % 10' ce.:-1 '7o 10 sec 

~3 49.8±5.2 7.5±1.1 49.1±3.2 7.7±0.5 

~3 33.5±5.5 4. 7±1.0 31.4±5.2 4.9±0.8 

Kg~n+ +n- +n° 16.7±1.6 2.5±0.4 19.5±1.9 3.0±0.3 

K ~ 3n° 31.0±:~ 4.5±1.6 35.6±3,7 5.6±0.6 

K2°-decay probabilities measured by us, and the 
second column lists the absolute probabilities of 
the same decays, calculated from the data of the 
first column using the aforementioned average 
lifetime of the K2° mesons. The third and fourth 
columns give the relative and absolute probabili
ties of the K2° decays, calculated8> on the basis of 
the rule & = % from the relative probabilities of 
K+ decays [33 ] using an average K+ -meson lifetime 
T(K+) = (1.224 ± 0.013) x 10-8 sec. 

From a comparison of the experimental and 
calculated data it follows that, within the limits of 
experimental error, the selection rule ll.I = % is 
well satisfied for both lepton and nonlepton decays. 
In view of the fact that the calculated values of the 
probabilities for the K2°- 37r0 decay were obtained 
from the ratio 

which holds true for the case when transitions take 
place only to a fully symmetrical state with iso
topic spin J = 1, and which is not sensitive to an 
admixture of transitions with M = %. the agree
ment between the experimental and calculated 
probabilities must be regarded in this case as a 
confirmation of the well known fact that the fully 
symmetric state I = 1 predominates in the final 
state of three decay pions. 

The experimentally obtained value of the param
eter a, which describes in linear approximation 
the spectrum of the 1r0 mesons in the K2°- 1r+ + 7r
+ 1r0 decay, agrees well with other determina-
tions [9,18,22,34,35,26,27] of this parameter' and agrees 
also (in accordance with the requirement of the se
lection rule ll.I = 72) within the limits of errors 
with its value for the spectrum of the 1r+ mesons 
in the K+ - 1r0 + 1r0 + 1r+ decay [36 - 38]. 

For nonlepton decays, the possible value of J 3, 

the amplitude of the transition with change of iso-

8)In calculating the probability we introduced corrections 
for the difference in the statistical weights. 

topic spin by & = % (taken from the ratio to the 
amplitude of the transition with M = 72) is, accord
ing to our data, 

2f(K+-+ no+,l:O+n+)- 0,97f(K2°-+ n+ + n- + n°) 
Re J3 =4r(K+-+ no+n°+n+) + 0,97f(K2°-+ n+ + n- + n°) 

= 0.04 ± 0.04. 

This estimate of the admixture of transitions with 
.6.1 = % was obtained in an approximation in which 
it is assumed that transitions with ll.I = 72 to a 
fully symmetrical state with isotopic spin I = 1 
predominate; however, transitions with M = % 
can proceed also to non-symmetrical states with 
I= 1. 

It is obvious that, owing to the very large uncer
tainty, the foregoing estimate can determine only the 
order of magnitude of the amplitude of the transi
tion with & = %, which apparently does not exceed 
4-5%. However, it is necessary to approach this 
estimate with a certain caution, owing to the fact 
that it has been obtained under the assumption of 
CP-invariance of the decay interaction. On the 
other hand, the available experimental dataC39 •40•23] 

on the time dependence of lepton and nonlepton de
cays of ~ mesons does not exclude fully, within 
the limits of errors, the possibility of a noticeable 
violation of CP-invariance in the indicated decays. 

In conclusion, the authors are grateful to their 
colleagues D. Kotlyarevskiy, E. Okonov, G. Takhta
myshev, and L. Chkhaidze for help with the work, 
and to the large group of laboratory assistants for 
servicing the experimental setup and measuring 
the photographs. 
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